. Polyacrylamide gel analysis of θ E41C protein S2 Figure S2 . Time course primer extension and degradation assay S2 . Normal mode analysis for Pol III with Pol-dA and Exo-Mut S11 Figure S18 . Normal mode analysis for Pol III with DNA and Apo structure S12 Figure S19 . Correlation analysis for Exo-mode wild type and mutant Pol III S13 Figure S20 -21. Correlation analysis for Pol-mode wild type and mutant Pol III S14-15 Overall RMSD for the backbone carbons of all subunits for each system, labeled by editing (Exo) or building (Pol) modes, correct (dC) or incorrect (dA) terminal primer base, and presence or absence of the Y453A mutation (Mut). Calculated relative to the cryo-EM structure used for the simulations, pdbid 5M1S for Exo and 5FKW for Pol.\ Figure S12 . RMSD of DNA for each system, labeled by editing (Exo) or building (Pol) modes, correct (dC) or incorrect (dA) terminal primer base, and presence or absence of the Y453A mutation (Mut). Calculated relative to the cryo-EM structure used for the simulations, PDB codes 5M1S for Exo and 5FKW for Pol. Figure S13 . Backbone RMSD for the θ domain in editing (Exo) and polymerase (Pol) modes, correct (dC) or incorrect (dA) terminal primer base, and presence or absence of the Y453A mutation (Mut). Calculated relative to the cryo-EM structure used for the simulations, , pdbid 5M1S for Exo and 5FKW for Pol.
S9
Figure S14. Backbone RMSD for the ε domain in editing (Exo) and polymerase (Pol) modes, correct (dC) or incorrect (dA) terminal primer base, and presence or absence of the Y453A mutation (Mut). Calculated relative to pdbid 2GUI. Figure S20 . Difference correlation analysis between the Pol-dA and Pol-dA mutant simulations extracted for residue 453 and mapped onto the protein-DNA complex. Red denotes an increase in relative anticorrelation, blue an increase in relative correlation, and yellow little to no difference between Pol-dA and Pol-dA mutant. A close-up of the mutation location shows the mutant alanine in purple and the original tyrosine in cyan, with the final distance between their Cα denoted in dark purple. Figure S21 . Difference correlation analysis between the Pol-dC and Pol-dC mutant structures extracted for residue 453 and mapped onto the protein-DNA complex. Red denotes an increase in relative anticorrelation, blue an increase in relative correlation, and yellow little to no difference between Pol-dC and Pol-dC mutant. A close-up of the mutation location shows the mutant alanine in purple and the original tyrosine in cyan, with the final distance between their Cα denoted in dark purple.
